New method to measure telomerase activity by transcription-mediated amplification and hybridization protection assay.
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex that uses RNA as a template for the addition of telomeric repeats. The development of the telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP), a sensitive PCR-based assay, has facilitated the detection of telomerase activity in small tissue and tumor samples. Telomerase activity is expected to be a new diagnostic and prognostic marker of human cancer. In this study, we applied a non-PCR-based transcription-mediated amplification (TMA) and hybridization protection assay (HPA) to the measurement of telomerase activity by modification of both primers in TMA. We demonstrated that the modified TMA can detect and measure telomerase activity. TMA/HPA is as sensitive and reproducible as conventional TRAP, but is both faster and easier to perform. Furthermore, we found that TMA/HPA was influenced minimally by TRAP inhibitors that may come from clinical samples. TMA/HPA, which is easy, rapid, and applicable to a high-throughput format, should be clinically useful for the detection and monitoring of telomerase activity.